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Abstract

The ALTO facility (Accélérateur Linéaire auprès du Tandem d’Orsay) has been built and is now under commissioning. The facility is
intended for the production of low energy neutron-rich ion-beams by ISOL technique. This will open new perspectives in the study of
nuclei very far from the valley of stability. Neutron-rich nuclei are produced by photofission in a thick uranium carbide target (UCx)
using a 10 lA, 50 MeV electron beam. The target is the same as that already had been used on the previous deuteron based fission ISOL
setup (PARRNE [F. Clapier et al., Phys. Rev. ST-AB (1998) 013501.]). The intended nominal fission rate is about 1011 fissions/s. We
have studied the adequacy of a thick carbide uranium target to produce neutron-rich nuclei by photofission by means of Monte-Carlo
simulations. We present the production rates in the target and after extraction and mass separation steps. The results from Monte-Carlo
simulations are compared to experimental data either with the ALTO facility (in the first step of commissioning, i.e. 100 nA of the elec-
tron beam current intensity), or with fast-neutron-induced fission generated from a 26 MeV deuteron beam. The results obtained support
the suitability of FLUKA simulation code used to describe all the photofission process with an electron beam energy of 50 MeV.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. The ALTO facility

The ALTO facility [2] has been built and now is under
commissioning. The electron driver can deliver a primary
beam at the energy of 50 MeV with a nominal intensity
of 10 lA. The main characteristics of the Linac are pre-
sented in [3,4].

The accelerated 50 MeV electron beam is transported
and focused on a thick 238UCx target ISOLDE-type. Fis-
sion fragments diffuse out of the target at high temperature
and effuse towards the ion source to be ionized with a
charge state 1+. Produced ions are extracted and acceler-
0168-583X/$ - see front matter � 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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ated with a 30 kV voltage towards the on-line isotope sep-
arator PARRNe2. An overview layout of the ALTO
facility is presented in Fig. 1.

The ALTO target is similar to that used during previous
experiments with a deuteron beam (Fig. 2) in order to allow
a direct comparison. It is a thick target of uranium carbide
(238UCx) made by an assembly of disks of 14 mm diameter,
1 mm thick along a length of 140 mm and put in a graphite
container. It contains 60.8 g of 238U and the apparent den-
sity is about 3.2 g/cm3. The fabrication process is similar to
that used at CERN for thick targets [5,6]. The target can be
heated at a temperature up to 2100 �C for fast release of the
produced radioactive elements.

For ALTO commissioning and in order to have compa-
rable operational conditions with previous PARRNe
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Fig. 2. Structure of the ALTO target. The cap is used to trap the target in
the container. By means of two blocks, the 14 cm-long target is put in the
middle of a 20 cm tantalum oven so as to have an homogenous heating
temperature. The fission fragments can only escape by the central hole.

Fig. 1. Layout of ALTO associated to the online isotope separator
PARRNe2: (1) electron gun, (2) accelerating section, (3) target and ion
source, (4) beam line, (5) mass separator, and (6) detection system.
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experiments, a FEBIAD ion source [7–9] is associated to
the UCx target. This choice is based on the capability of
the ion source to produce a wide variety of isotope beams,
which allows us to get a maximum of data on RIB that can
be produced at ALTO. As a consequence, this high temper-
ature ion source is the least selective: one of the most penal-
izing criteria in terms of radioprotection.
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the fission density (fissions/cm3/s) in t
However, it is envisaged to use other types of sources for
ALTO such as the IRENA (Ionization by Radial Electron
Neat Adaptation) [10,11] ion source and the RILIS (Reso-
nance Ionization Laser Ion Source) [12]. Furthermore,
ALTO is planned to be in part a ‘‘TIS” (Target Ion Source)
R&D facility for SPIRAL2 and EURISOL, so all ion
sources considered in these projects could be tested at
ALTO.
2. RIB production by photofission

We have performed a full study of the adequacy of the
target for the production of radioactive neutron rich nuclei
by photofission. For this purpose, we have used the
FLUKA [13,14] Monte-Carlo code. We assume that the
50 MeV electron beam hits directly the UCx target, that
means the photons of bremsstrahlung are generated
directly inside the UCx target.

In Fig. 3 we present the spatial distribution of the inci-
dent electrons inside the target. From this distribution we
can notice that electrons are slowed down quickly in the
beginning of the target and almost totality of the energy
is lost after a penetration distance of �2.65 cm. The elec-
tromagnetic shower is initiated in this region. Moreover
the total power deposition simulations in the target show
a maximum hot spot of �37 W/cm3 located at the begin-
ning of the target [4].

The spatial fission distribution in the target obtained in
Fig. 4 shows that fission distribution in the target is not
homogenous and the maximum fission rate is located in
the beginning of the target too. The saturation of the fis-
sion rate is reached after a penetration length about
14 cm and the accumulated fission rate given by simulation
is about 8 � 1010 fissions/s (Fig. 5). In the frame of this
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Fig. 5. Accumulated fission rate according to the target length for 50 MeV
and 10 lA incident electron beam.
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work, the contribution of photoneutrons to the fission rate
has been estimated, by means of FLUKA Monte-Carlo
simulations, to be two orders of magnitude lower than pho-
ton contribution [4].
2.1. In-target production

Literature is poor concerning experimental data of
photofission and given production yields are often not
complete. We have estimated the in-target production by
means of the RESNUCLEI module of FLUKA and results
have been compared to the cumulative experimental pro-
duction yields given by Jacobs et al. [15] for 30 MeV and
70 MeV electron beams. The simulation results presented
in this paper are performed with 10 millions electron histo-
ries. All nuclear data needed in FLUKA for presented sim-
ulations were taken from ENDFB6-R8 libraries.

In Fig. 6 we compare this situation with the experimen-
tal cumulative production yields given by Jacobs et al. for
30 MeV and 70 MeV electron beams. All data have been
normalized proportionately to the fission rate expected
Fig. 6. Photofission mass distributions for electron beam energies of
30 MeV [15], 50 MeV (simulations) and 70 MeV [15].
with ALTO and using uranium fission yield data from
[16]. One can notice the rising of symmetrical fission with
increasing electron energy. However for these electron
energies fission remains asymmetrical with two mass peaks
around 95 uma and 135 uma. The curves corresponding to
50 MeV and 70 MeV nearly overlap. The reason of this is
the saturation of the uranium fission yield curve as a func-
tion of the electron energy around 50 MeV [16].

2.2. On-line RIB production

During the first commissioning step, the electron driver
intensity has been limited at 100 nA. The commissioning
program of ALTO includes five steps aiming to reach
smoothly the nominal current intensity of the accelerator.
These steps correspond to 100 nA, 500 nA, 1 lA, 5 lA
and 10 lA of the current electron beam intensity.

For 100 nA the production rates are expected to be sim-
ilar to that obtained with 26 MeV and 1 lA deuteron beam
in the previous PARRNe experiment [17]. To allow a direct
comparison with the results obtained in this previous
experiment we have used the same target-ion source system
(c.f Section 1).

In this paper we present only the results obtained for
isotopic chains of rare gases Krypton (Kr) and Xenon
(Xe), metallic isotopes of Tin (Sn), and halogen isotopes
of Iodine (I). The separated beam is collected on a
mylar/aluminium tape during a given collection time
depending on the half-life of the studied isotope. Two
counting stations are gripped with plastic and Ge(HP)
detectors to perform b and c spectroscopy measurements.
One of the counting stations is located at the collection
point. More details on the experimental setup and on the
yield determination can be found in [18].

Production yields of Kr, Xe, I and Sn have been also
estimated by means of FLUKA simulations. The RESNU-
CLEI FLUKA module gives the in-target production for
all species produced in the UCx target. In order to estimate
the production yields on the mylar tape, we should use the
following Eq. (1):

Ibeam ¼ r� U� N � � ð1Þ

Ibeam is the intensity of the focused beam at the collection
point, r: production cross section, U: the primary beam
intensity, N: the usable target thickness and � = er � eion �
etr is the global efficiency value. � is defined by the product
of the release efficiency (er), ionisation efficiency (eion) of the
radioactive element of interest and the transport efficiency
(etr) of the mass-separator. For PARRNe2 etr is about 80%.
Ionisation efficiencies for Kr, Xe, Sn using a FEBIAD ion
source type are, respectively of 5%, 5% and 6% [19,20],
whereas for I the ionisation efficiency is estimated to be
about 10%. Finally, release efficiencies are determined
depending on whether effusion process or diffusion process
is the most predominant. Release times for these elements
have been determined experimentally during previous
PARRNe experiments [21,17].
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Knowing the half-life T1/2 and the release time TR

release efficiency can be determined either by Eq. (2) for
effusion process or by Eq. (3) for diffusion process and
assuming spherical shape of grains which form the target.

er ¼
T 1=2

T 1=2 þ T R

ð2Þ

er ¼
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 T R

T 1=2

q
� coth

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 T R

T 1=2

q� �
� 1

� �

p2 T R

T 1=2

ð3Þ

A summary of the dominant release process and the release
times measured at PARRNe is given for isotopes of Kr,
Xe, Sn and I in the following Table 1.
2.2.1. Results and discussions

Let’s notice that estimated values are obtained from
independent yields while the measured ones include the
feeding from the b – decay inside the target. Preliminary
comparison between FLUKA simulations and the experi-
mental results have been presented in [18].

2.2.1.1. Isotopic chain of Kr. Beam intensities of Krypton
isotopes are presented in Fig. 7. PARRNe and ALTO
experimental measurements are in good agreement.
Monte-Carlo calculation fully matches these results, except
for 94Kr. In that case, the measured yield is a rough estima-
tion since the absolute c intensity of the c-ray used in the
Table 1
Release properties of Kr, Xe, Sn and Iodine isotopes [21]

Isotope Release process TR (s)

Kr Diffusion 11 ± 3

Xe Diffusion 21 ± 6

Sn Effusion 55 ± 10

I Diffusion 17 ± 6

Fig. 7. Isotopic production yield of Kr measured with PARRNe (curve
marked with filled triangle-up), ALTO (100 nA) (curve marked with filled
rhomb and estimated by FLUKA code (curve marked with filled circle).
production determination is not known and has been
assumed to be 50%. For short-lived elements independent
production yields and cumulative production yields are
practically identical. However, due to the use of a thick tar-
get accumulated productions yield become more important
for long-lived elements. This effect grows with the rising of
the half-life of the radioactive elements. Such effect can be
seen for 89Kr (T1/2 = 3.18 mn), 88Kr (T1/2 = 2.84 h) and
87Kr (T1/2 = 76.3 mn).

2.2.1.2. Isotopic chain of Xe. Beam intensities of Xenon iso-
topes are reported in Fig. 8. We observe a very good accu-
racy of the FLUKA simulation for short-lived elements up
to 141Xe. The absolute intensity of the c-rays signing the
decay of 142Xe and 143Xe are not known. The yields have
been estimated assuming absolute intensity of the strongest
c-rays equal to 50% and this can explain the discrepancy
between the measured and estimated values.

As we have seen in the case of the isotopic chain of Kr,
cumulative production yields are also important for the
137Xe, 138Xe and 139Xe [24], but this effect is not visible in
Fig. 8. In fact, for a heating temperature of the target from
1500 �C up to 2000 �C release times of Br isotopes which
beta decay to Kr isotopes are much more important (a
nearly factor of 10) than the release times of Iodine iso-
topes which beta decay to Xe isotopes [21–23]. In addition,
the collection time on the mylar type in our experimental
conditions was 10–20 s. This therefore implies that Br iso-
topes have more chance than Iodine isotopes to feed its
daughters: in this case Kr isotopes.

2.2.1.3. Isotopic chain of Sn. In Fig. 9 we represent the pro-
duction yields obtained for Tin isotopes. Measurements
obtained with ALTO are in good agreement with PAR-
RNe. These experimental values are well reproduced by
the FLUKA simulations. However the odd–even effect
due to the cold fission phenomena in photofission is slightly
underestimated in the FLUKA simulations.
Fig. 8. Isotopic production yield of Xe measured with PARRNe (curve
marked with filled triangle-up), ALTO (100 nA) (curve marked with filled
rhomb and estimated by FLUKA code (curve marked with filled circle)).



Fig. 9. Isotopic production yield of Sn measured with PARRNe (curve
marked with filled triangle-up), ALTO (100 nA) (curve marked with filled
rhomb and estimated by FLUKA code (curve marked with filled circle).

Fig. 10. Isotopic production yield of Iodine measured with PARRNe
(curve marked with filled triangle-up), ALTO (100 nA) (curve marked
with filled rhomb and estimated by FLUKA code (curve marked with
filled circle).
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2.2.1.4. Isotopic chain of Iodine. In Fig. 10 results for Iodine
are reported. Predicted values by FLUKA simulations
reproduce well experimental data of PARRNe and ALTO
which are in good agreement too.

3. Conclusions

First experimental results obtained in the first phase of
commissioning (100 nA) give results in quite good agree-
ment with calculations based on FLUKA code. Measure-
ment yields at ALTO are comparable to PARRNe ones
(26 MeV deuterons, 1 lA) as expected by our calculations.
For short-lived species having negligible accumulated
yields, presented simulation results supplying independent
production yields are directly comparable to measure-
ments. This validate our benchmarking of the FLUKA
code for photofission with 50 MeV electron beam. Thus,
we can confirm that production yields with ALTO for
10 lA electron beam will be about two orders of magnitude
higher than those obtained at PARRNe for 1 lA

deuterons.
Finally, these presented results show in particular the

benchmarking of FLUKA for photofission with 50 MeV
electron beam and therefore comfort its use for our safety
and radioprotection calculations for the design of the
target shielding for 10 lA primary electron beam
current.
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